Eligibility

All eligibility rules and criteria can be found in the PINT-MULTI regulations.

Funding modalities

The maximum amount of requested funding per project is **100,000 EUR** for a total period of three years.

- **Running costs** (travel expenses, workshops and consumables etc.) and **(small) Equipment** are **eligible** for this call. Please consult of the PINT-MULTI regulations for further details.
- **Personnel Costs**:
  - The category “Scientifique doctorant –boursier” of the personnel table in Article III.4 of the PINT-MULTI regulations is **not eligible** for this call
  - “Overhead” is **not an eligible cost**. If the project is selected for funding, these costs will be subject to a separate agreement between the institution of the beneficiary and the F.R.S.-FNRS.

Compulsory additional submission via e-space to F.R.S.-FNRS

Applicants must provide basic administrative data by submitting an administrative application on **e-space for the same deadline as the consortium application is submitted**. Please select the “PINT-MULTI” funding instrument when creating the administrative application.

For more information, please contact:

**Mr. Joël Groeneveld**, Tel.: +32 (0) 2504-9270,  
E-Mail: joel.groeneveld@frs-fnrs.be  
**Dr. Florence Quist**, Tel.: +32 (0) 2504-9351,  
E-Mail: florence.quist@frs-fnrs.be

Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique - FNRS  
European and International Affairs  
5 Rue d’Egmont  
1000, Brussels, Belgium